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In this paper we give a general expression for operators on a Hilbert 
space which are similar to an operator of a certain type such as a con- 
traction, a unitary operator, a dissipative operator, an operator with 
nuclear imaginary component, etc. Theorem 1 covers these types and 
many others. Theorem 2 is concerned with those operators whose 
spectrum lies in the open upper half-plane. 
By an operator we always mean a bounded linear operator on a 
Hilbert space !$. As usual H > 0 means that H is a positive operator, 
i.e., (Hx, x) 2 0 f or all x E &. We write H > 0 to indicate that H is 
positive and invertible. The spectrum of an operator B is denoted 
bY 4B). 
2. 
A class W of Hermitian operators on a Hilbert space $j will be called 
a saturated class if for any H E %’ and any invertible operator T on !FJ 
we have T*HT E V. 
THEOREM 1. Let ??I , Fz be two saturated classes of Hermitian operators 
on a Hilbert space $j. Let B be an operator on 5 such that 1 $ o(B). Then 
there exists an operator C similar to B such that 
(C - c*)/2iEc,, I-Cc*CE'%,, (1) 
if and only if B can be expressed in the form 
B = (H + X)-l (H + it), (2) 
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with Hermitian operators H, K, L satisfying 
K-L>@ --HEV~, K$LE%?~. (3) 
The set of all such expressions for a given B is in one-to-one correspondence 
with the set of all Hermitian operators P on $i such that 
P > 0, 
PBP-1 - P-lB*P 
2i EVl, 
I - (P-lB*P)(PBP-I) E %?z . (4) 
Proof. First, to prove the “if” part, we assume that B is expressed 
by (2) with Hermitian operators H, K, L satisfying (3). Let M = K - L, 
A = H + iK. Then M > 0, and (2) becomes 
B = A-l(A - iM) = I - iA-lM. (5) 
Using this expression of B, we write 
A*BM-lA = A*(I - iA-lM) M-IA = A*M-lA - iA*, 
A*M-lB*A = A*M-l(.l + iMA-l*)A = A*M-1A + iA. 
It follows that 
A+A* A*M-lB*A - A*BM-1A = 
2 2i 
or 
A+A* = A”M-112 
M--1/2B*MlP _ M1/2BM-l/Z 
2 2i 
M-l12A. (6) 
On the other hand, (5) implies 
M - B*MB = M - (I + iMA-1”) M(I - iA-IM) 
= MA-l*[(A - A*)/i - M’J A-lM, 
and, therefore, 
or 
(A - A*)/i - M = A*M-l(M - B*MB) M-IA, 
(A - A*)/i - M = A*M-l/2(.7 - M-VsB*MBM-112) M-WA. (7) 
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Let C = M1/2BM-112. Then (6) and (7) become 
-H = A*M-‘12 (8) 
K + L = A*M+(I - C*C) M-lIzA. (9) 
Since --HEFI and K +LEVz, it follows that (C - C*)/2i E %I and 
I - C*C E Va . Thus, B is similar to an operator C satisfying (1). 
To prove the “only if” part, suppose that for some invertible operator 
T on 6, D = TBT-’ satisfies 
(D - D”)/2i E VT1 ) I--*DE%,. (10) 
Consider the polar decomposition T = UP of T, where U is unitary 
and P > 0. Let C = PBP-I. Then C = U*TBT-lU = U*DU, and 
(C - C*)/2i = U*[(D - D*)/2i]U, I - C*C = U*(I - D*D)U. 
By (IO) we have 
(C - c*)/zi E Y;, , I-c*CE%2. (11) 
As 1 4 a(B), I - B is invertible. Let 
M = P2, A = iM(I - B)-1 (12) 
and 
H = (A + A*)/2, K = (A - A*)/2i, I, = K - M. (13) 
Then 
B = I - iA-llll = A-‘(A - ;M) = (ff + iK)-1 (H +iL). (14) 
Clearly K - L = M > 0. As in the proof of the “if” part, we again 
have (8) and (9), which together with (11) imply -H E VI and 
K+LE%~. Thus, (14) is a desired expression for B. 
We have just seen that for each expression (2) (for a given B) satis- 
fying (3), P = M1i2 with M = K - L is an operator satisfying con- 
dition (4). Conversely, for each operator P satisfying (4), the Hermitian 
operators H, K, L determined by (12) and (13) produce an expression (2) 
for B satisfying (3). H ence, the set of all such expressions for B is in 
one-to-one correspondence with the set of all operators P satisfying (4). 
This completes the proof. 
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Interesting cases of the above theorem are obtained by making 
special choices of 9?i and qz . Natural examples of saturated classes are 
the class of positive operators, the class of all positive and invertible 
operators, the class of all Hermitian operators, the class consisting of the 
operator 0 alone, the class of all Hermitian compact operators, the class 
of all Hermitian nuclear operators, the class of all Hermitian Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators, etc. If the Hilbert space Js is of finite dimension n, 
and if p, q, r are given nonnegative integers with p + q + r = n, then 
the set of all Hermitian operators on Jj having exactly p positive, q 
negative and r zero eigenvalues, is a saturated class. 
3. 
If %?r is the class of all Hermitian operators on a Hilbert space, and %‘a 
is the class of all positive operators, Theorem 1 specializes to a result 
on operators which are similar to a contraction, i.e., an operator C such 
that I - C*C 3 0. The result so obtained is closely related to a theorem 
of Gohberg-Krein [2, p. 1781. 
Recall that an operator C on a Hilbert space is called a proper con- 
traction if 11 C 11 < 1, or, what is the same, if I - C*C > 0. 
COROLLARY I. An operator B on a Hilbert space is similar to a proper 
contraction if and only if B can be expressed in the form (2) with Hermitian 
operators H, K, L satisfying K - L > 0 and K + L > 0. 
Proof. It suffices to observe that the hypothesis 1 4 a(B) is needed 
only for the “only if” part of Theorem 1, and that 1 6 a(B) holds for 
any operator B which is similar to a proper contraction. 
A theorem of Rota [3, p. 278; 51 states that an operator is similar to a 
proper contraction if and only if its spectrum is included in the interior 
of the unit disc. Hence, Corollary 1 gives a general expression for all 
operators B whose spectrum is included in the interior of the unit 
disc. 
We recall that an operator C on a Hilbert space is said to be dissipative 
if (C - C*)/2i > 0 [2, p. 1751. W e shall call an operator C strictly 
dissipative if (C - C*)/2i is positive and invertible. 
COROLLARY 2. For an operator B on a Hilbert space such that 1 $ a(B), 
the following conditions are equivalent: (a) B is similar to a unitary operator. 
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(6) B is similar to an isometry (i.e., an operator U such that 
u*u = I). 
(c) B can be expressed in the form B = A-IA* with a strictly 
dissipative operator A. 
Proof. The equivalence (b) 0 (c) is a special case of Theorem 1, 
namely the case when Vi is the class of all Hermitian operators and Vz 
consists of the operator 0 alone. As (a) * (6) is trivial, it remains to 
show that (b) 3 (a). Suppose that B is similar to an isometry U. Then 
since we already know that (b) o (c), B can be expressed as B = A-lA* 
with a strictly dissipative operator A. This expression implies that B is 
invertible. Then the isometry U is also invertible and, therefore, must 
be unitary. This proves (6) => (a). 
COROLLARY 3. If an isometry on a Hilbert space is not unitary, then its 
spectrum contains every point of the unit circle ) X I = I. 
Proof. Let U be an isometry such that eie $ u(U) for some real 
number 8. Then V = e+U is also an isometry and 1 $ u(V). By 
Corollary 2, V is similar to a unitary operator. Then I’ and, therefore, 
also U are invertible, so the isometry U is unitary. 
4. 
A general expression for operators similar to a dissipative operator is 
included in Theorem 1. For operators similar to a strictly dissipative 
operator, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. For an operator B on a Hilbert space, the following 
conditions are equivalent: (a) The spectrum of B is included in the open 
upper half-plane Im h > 0. 
(b) B is similar to a strictly dissipative operator. 
(c) B can be expressed in the form (2) with Hermitian operators H, 
K,Lsuchthat -H>OandK-L>O. 
Proof. (a) = (b): Let B be an operator such that its spectrum is 
contained in the open upper half-plane. Consider the operator 
B, = (B + q-1 (B - iI) = I - 2i(B + 2-1, (15) 
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whose spectrum a(&) = {(A + i)-‘(A - i): h E o(B)) is included in the 
interior of the unit disk. By Rota’s theorem [5] quoted previously, there 
is an invertible operator T such that C, = TB,T-l is a proper contrac- 
tion. From (15) we have 
or 
Cl = 7-y - 2i(B + 2-q T-l = I - 2i( TBT-1 + q-1, 
TBT-1 = 2i(I - C,)-1 - iI. (16) 
Let C = TBT-l. Then (16) implies 
(C - c*y2i = (I - cl)-1 + (I - cl*)-1 - I 
= (I - c,*)-y(I - cl*) + (I - Cl) 
- (I - c,*)(l - C,)](I - cl)-1 
= (I - c,)-l* (I - c,*c,)(I - cl)-1. 
Since I - C,*C, > 0, it follows that (C - C*)/2i > 0. Hence, C is a 
strictly dissipative operator similar to B. 
(b) 3 (a): This follows immediately from the well known fact 
[2, p. 1761 that the spectrum of a dissipative operator lies in the closed 
upper half-plane Im h > 0. 
(b) tj (c): This follows from Theorem 1. It suffices to observe that 
the hypothesis 1 $ o(B) in Theorem 1 is needed only for the “only if” 
part, and that (b) implies 1 $ a(B) (as (b) 3 (a) is already established). 
In the finite-dimensional case, the part (a) o (b) of Theorem 2 is a 
classical theorem of Lyapunov [I, 41, well known for its important role 
in the study of stability of solutions of differential equations. 
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